Innovative industrial coating based on waterborne technology.
Under the vehicle: delivers maximum protection against rust and corrosion as an undercoating.
In truck beds: offers protection against corrosion and abrasion in truck beds. Also effective rust protection under drop-in bed liners. Great product to clean up second hand pickup trucks.
Heavy Duty Coating

In cargo vans: provides abrasion protection in cargo areas of delivery vans. Use in new vans or make old vans look like new.
For 4 X 4 vehicles: to protect tubs, bumpers, roll bars, etc. from abrasion and rust.

Heavy Duty Coating

Several Application points!

1. Interior flooring
2. Decorative details
3. Frames and rocker panels.
4. Inside doors
5. Bumpers
6. Underbody and wheel wells.
7. Roll bar
Heavy Duty Coating

For agricultural and industrial use: protects machinery, equipment and structures against corrosion caused by salt spray, acid mist, sand, chipping, animal waste, etc.
Heavy Duty Coating

Advantages:

- Complete corrosion protection
- Outstanding anti-chipping performance
- Dries to a beautiful medium gloss finish
- Excellent noise and vibration dampening
- Reduces heat transfer
- No hazardous or flammable ingredients
- Easy to repair or re-apply
- Exceptional adhesion on most metals, primers, paints, fiberglass, wood & concrete (not suitable for plastics)
- OEM approved
- Paintable when dry
- Ready to use; no shaking, mixing or diluting
- 1 bottle covers 12 sq. ft.
- 1 year shelf life (keep from freezing)
Heavy Duty Coating

Easy spray application directly out of the bottle.

Easy clean up with water only.
Bed liner application:

The Problem:
- Non-protected beds get scuffed and scratched by cargo.
- Drop-in liners rub through the paint.
- Damaged paint allows formation of rust and corrosion.

The Solution:
- Excellent protection against rust, corrosion and abrasion.
- Can easily be repaired or refreshed.
- Easy application with simple spray gun.
Approximate consumption:

As an undercoatings:
- Sedan: 2 bottles
- SUV: 4 bottles

As bed protection under a plastic drop-in, (applied only on horizontal surfaces):
- Small pickup: 2 bottles
- Large pickup: 4 bottles

As bed liner, (applied on horizontal and vertical surfaces):
- Small bed: 4 bottles
- Large bed: 8 bottles

As cargo area protection in vans, (applied only on horizontal surfaces):
- Between 6 and 8 bottles